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L Objective TJ4)e Questions. Answer ol, twelve questions :

1 For two inertial frames connected by Galilean transformations, which among t,}Ie following
physical quantity is observed to be the same ?

(a) Co-ordinate. (b) Velocity.

(c) Momentum. (d) Acceleration.

2 The only fictitious force acting on a particle at rest in a rotating frame is :

(a) Centrifugal force. (b) Coriolis force.

(c) Gravitational force. (d) Electromagnetic force.

3 For a conservative system, rrhich among the following quantity ig consewed ?

(a) Kinetic energy.

(b) Potential energy.

(c) Sum of kinetic and potential energy.

(d) Difference ofkinetic and Potential energy.

4 Ide;tify the non-conservative force :

(a) Elastic force. (b) Frictional force.

(cl Gravitational.force. rd) Elecrrostatic force.

5 The monent of line.u momentum is :

(a) Force. (b) Torque.

(c) Angular oodentum. (d) Energy.

6 I'he planar motion in planetary system is a result of the law of conservation of: '

(a) Lrnear momentum. (b) Kinetic energy.

(c) Pot€ntia.l energy. (d) Angular momentum.
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7 When two masses move apart, the gtayitational potential energy :

(a) Decreases. (b) Lrcreases.

(c) May increase or decrease. (d) Will not change.

8 The period ofa saterlite in a circular orbit ofradius R is T. The period ofaiotfier satellite in a
circular orbit ofradius .lR is :

(a) 4T. 15) 8T.

(c) 16T. (d) 32T.

9 According t,o the p nciple ofvirtual work, ttre work done by the app[eal forces _ for a
system in equilibrium.

(a) Remains constant. (b) Is innnity.
(c) Vanishes. (d) Is high.

10 The momentum conjugate to a cyclic co_ordinate is :
(a) Zero. (b) Infinity.
(c) Conserwed. (d) None ofthese.

11 Michelson-Morley experiment confirmed that :

(a) There is an absolute frame. (b) There is no absolute frame.
(c) Velocity oflight is relative. (d) Velocity oflight is zero.

12 What is the spe€d of a particle of zero rest mass ?

6) Zero, (b) Infinity.
(c, c. (d) None.ofthese.

(12r%=Sweightace)
II. Shod Answer A{|e Questions. Answer all nine questions. Each question carries a weight of 1 :

13 Define Newton's second law. Show *rat when there is no applieal force oa a boaly, its velocity
is conserved.

14 Discuss the effecte,of Coriolis force as a result of oarth,s notion.
15 What is the relatiori between Force and potedtial energy for a cooservative system ?

16 Write doqan an expression for the position vector of the cent€r of Eass of a syst€m of two
particles m1 and 

''2 
having positiotr vectors 11 and r"2.

17 What do you eean by an irlverse square lav force ? Give e-onFle.
18 What is D'Alembert's principle ?

19 What are the postulatee ofthe spocial theory ofrelativity ?

. 20 What do you Eean by space time ?

21 Write dowt the relation behpeen Lagrangian erod Hdoilt Dian. .

(9x 1= 9 woightage)
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Short Essay \4re Questions. ADswer any /1ue questions. Each question carries a weight of 2 :

22 Determine the time in which the plane ofoscillation ofa Foucault,s pendulum makes a complete
revolution if the pendulum is located at the equator.

23 Sbow that tbe force given by f =(zu ' 
,2)i *rzj . 2xzf is conservative.

24 Three particles of masses 100, 200 arrd 4OO gaams have a velocity of 20 m./s magnitude along
positive & Y, Z ar.is having unit vectors i, j, 6 respectively. Estimate the velocity ofthe first
particle, ifdue to tfie force of attxaction, the third particle stops and the velocity ofthe second

particle becomes {10j + 5} l.

25 Estimate tfte pot€ntial energy of a mass of 1 kg. on the surface of ear.th assuraing that the
potential energy is zero at infrnity. Given, the radius of earth = 6.4 x 106 m., mass of
earth=6x1024kg.

26 Estimate th6 number of degrees of freedom of a system of three pa*icles connecteil in the
form ofa triangle in a three dioensional space.

27 ObtaiE the Lagr:enge's equation for a one-dimeDsional hamonic oscillator.

28 An electron and a posihon practically at rest come together and aanihilates. Estirnate the
energy releases,

- (5 x 2= 10 weightage)
Essay Questions. Answer any rr.'o questions. Each question carries a weight of4 :

29 Discuss (a) work-energy theorem and energy furction ; (b) stable and unstable equilibria
using potential energy curve ; and (c) energy conservation in non-conservative systems.

30 What do you mesn by a central force ? Give examples. Show that the angular momentum
about the origin is coDserved when a particle moves in a centrsl force. Obtarn an expressron
for the escape velocity of a body from the surface of earth.

31 Write down tbe Lorelrtz tran.foroation equations for co-ordinates and time for two inertial
frames. Discuss length contraction, time dilation and relativity of simultaneity based on the
Inrentz transforonations.

(2x4=8weightage)


